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The advantage of using multi-flight data analysis can prove
fruitful in optimizing the performance of SOFIA over its
lifespan and allow more reliable science data,
early detection of problems and more successful future
science missions.
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(Left) The data for the difference between the
three phases of PB3 on flight 104 from their
rolling average, in this case we see a sustained
problem with their difference which was
seen in other electrical system issues on the
flight. Nearly the entire duration is above the
recommended threshold.
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(Below) This is what the PB control system
looks like on SOFIA. There are three PBs hooked
up to this control system that we wish to monitor during the flight using software.
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(Right) We see the PB3 data from flight 103,
which is one of two flights with abnormally high
max average difference, the first part of the
flight shows an unusually high spike in the difference between the three phases. The spike
goes above the recommended threshold. The
goal is to obtain a value for abnormal behavior
that can be coded into software.
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Figures below show the max average difference for each of the three power busses (PBs)
in the fourteen flights observed. Flights with
a max above a suggested threshold are shown
in red. Further analysis of the anomaly on PB1
showed that it was only an instantaneous, and
not a sustained issue.
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(Left) We see a typical 3 phase sine wave offset
by 120˚. This is an ideally balanced example,
which we are attempting to replicate. Electrical
systems which utilize three phases on the same
line all run similarly.
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Along with plots, data analysis and data files created for future analysis, this method was used to examine real world
problems and improve future performance.
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We also utilized the same method to track gyroscopic drift
across multiple flights and discover trends that will allow
future SOFIA flights to track more reliably.

(Left) This is a sample of a normal flight on
PB3 flight 101. This is shown as an example
of what a “normal” flight looks like on PB3.
Note that the data is entirely below the
threshold shown by the dotted line.
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The method presented here was applied to the Power Bus System (PB) which monitors the current across 3 phases on each
of three different PBs. This analysis will allow proper functioning of this equipment. This power bus runs critical electrical
systems onboard.

Results
This method of analysis was used on the Power Bus, it was
able to determine a threshold to program warning software to alert operators to problems in the power load.

Applied to the PB data, we were
able to observe trends that
allowed us to set a reasonable
threshold for monitoring the PB
system current for anomalous
spikes or problems.
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Abstract
We have utilized a method of comparing data trends from
multiple flights to observe ongoing performance of telescope
systems that will allow optimization and proper monitoring of
performance and safety for SOFIA.

Methods and Data
Using data collected from fourteen recent flights along with data analysis
software, we observed trends that showed up in system performance and
looked for similarities and differences across the flights observed. Prior data
analysis on the project was conducted on a per flight basis, thus multi-flight
analysis allows for new methods of comparison and optimization. Following
this method future performance gains could be seen.
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Background
During each flight, the Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared
Astronomy (SOFIA) collects a variety of data from sensors located on the Telescope Assembly (TA). SOFIA flies a 2.5 meter
infrared telescope moving 600 miles per hour at an altitude
of 45000 feet. The performance of the science equipment on
these flights is critical for successful missions. SOFIA missions
study the galactic center as well as new star formations.
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